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Abstract1

The contribution reports on an evaluation
of efforts to improve MT quality by domain adaptation, for both rule-based and
statistical MT, as done in the ACCURAT
project (Skadiņa et al. 2012). Comparative evaluation shows an increase of
about 5% for both MT paradigms after
system adaptation; absolute evaluation
shows an increase in adequacy and fluency for SMT. While the RMT solution is
superior in quality in both comparative
and absolute evaluation, the gain by domain adaptation is higher for the SMT
paradigm.

1

Introduction

The objective of this contribution is to evaluate
improvements achieved by adapting Machine
Translation systems to narrow domains, using
data from comparable corpora.
Language direction chosen was German to English; the automotive domain, subdomain of
transmission / gearbox technology, was selected
as an example for a narrow domain. In order to
assess the effect of domain adaptation on MT
systems with different architecture, both a data
driven (SMT) and a knowledge-driven (RMT)
system were evaluated.

2

Evaluation Objects: MT
adapted to narrow domains

systems

The evaluation object are two versions of an MT
system: A baseline version, without domain tuning, and an adapted version, with domain tuning.
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Their comparison shows to which extent the domain adaptation can improve MT quality.
The evaluation objects were created as follows:
For the baseline systems, on the RMT side, an
out-of-the-box system of Linguatec’s ‘Personal
Translator’ PT (V.14) was used, which is a rulebased MT system, based on the IBM slot-filler
grammar technology (Aleksić & Thurmair 2011)
and a bilingual lexicon of about 200K transfers.
On the SMT side, a baseline Moses system was
trained with standard parallel data (Europarl,
JRC etc.), plus some initial comparable corpus
data as collected in the first phase of ACCURAT.
For the adaptation of the baseline systems,
data were collected from the automotive domain.
These data were obtained by crawling sites of
automotive companies being active in the transmission field (like ZF, BASF, Volkswagen and
others), using the focused crawler described in
(Papavassiliou et al. 2013). They were then
aligned and cleaned manually. Some sentence
pairs were set aside for testing, the rest was given
to the two systems as development and test sets.
The resulting narrow-domain automotive corpus
has about 42.000 sentences for German-toEnglish.
For the SMT system, domain adaptation was
done by adding these sentences to the training
and development sets, and building a new SMT
system.
In case of rule-based technology, domain adaptation involves terminology creation, as the
main means of adaptation. The following steps
were taken: (1) extraction of the phrase table
from the just described domain-adap6ted SMT
system; (2) extraction of bilingual terminology
candidates from this phrase table, resulting in a
list of about 25.000 term candidates; (3) preparation of these candidates for dictionary import;
creation of linguistic annotations, removal of
already existing entries etc.; the final list of imported entries was about 7100 entries; (4) crea-
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tion of a special ‘automotive’ user dictionary, to
be used additionally for automotive translations.
This procedure is described in detail in (Thurmair & Aleksić 2012).
Result of these efforts were four test systems, for
German-to-English, and tuned for automotive
domain with the same adaptation data:
SMT-base: Moses with just baseline data
SMT-adapted:Moses baseline plus in-domain data
RMT-base: PT-baseline out-of-the-box
RMT-adapted: PT with an automotive dictionary.

3

Evaluation Data

In total about 1500 sentences were taken from
the collected strongly comparable automotive
corpora for tests, with one reference translation
each. The sentences represent ‘real-life’ data;
they were not cleaned or corrected..

4
4.1

Evaluation methodology
General options

Several methods can be applied for the evaluation of MT results, cf. Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Evaluation graph
1. Automatic comparison (called BLEU in Fig.
1) is the predominant paradigm in SMT. BLEU
(Papineni et al. 2002) and/or NIST (NIST 2002)
scores can be computed for different versions of
MT system output. Because of their known
shortcomings (Callison-Burch et al. 2009) evaluations ask for human judgment in addition.
2. Comparative evaluation (called COMP in
Fig. 1) compares two systems, or two versions of
the same system. It asks whether or not one
translation is better / equal / worse than the other.
While this approach can find which of two
systems has an overall better score, it cannot answer the question what the real quality of the two

systems is: ‘Equal’ can mean that both sentences
are perfect, but also that both are unusable.
3. Absolute evaluation (called ABS in Fig. 1)
therefore is required to determine the quality of a
given translation. It looks at one translation of a
sentence at a time, and determines its accuracy
and fluency on a n-point scale.
4. Postediting evaluation (called POST in Fig. 1)
reflects the task-oriented aspect of evaluation
(Popescu-Belis 2008). It measures the distance of
an MT output to a human (MT-postedited) output, either in terms of time, or of the keystrokes
needed to produce a corrected translation from a
raw translation (Tatsumi 2009; HTER: Snover et
al. 2009).
Postediting evaluation adds reference translations to the evaluation process.
The evaluation graph as shown in Fig. 1 combines these evaluation methods, avoids biased
results as produced by a single method, and gives
a complete picture of the evaluation efforts.
4.2

Evaluation in ACCURAT

In the ACCURAT narrow domain task, the following evaluation methods were used:
Automatic evaluation of the four systems (SMT
and RMT, baseline and adapted) using BLEU.
Comparative evaluation of the pairs SMTbaseline vs. SMT-adapted, and RMT-baseline vs.
RMT-adapted; this produces the core information
how much the systems can improve.
Absolute evaluation of the systems SMTadapted and RMT-adapted, to gain insight into
translation quality, and consequently the acceptance of such systems for real-world use.
Other forms of evaluation were not included,
esp. postediting evaluation was done in other
tasks in the ACCURAT project (cf. Skadiņš et al.
2011). But to have a complete picture, other ABS
and COMP directions were evaluated, but with 1
tester only.
For the evaluation, a special tool was created
called ‘Sisyphus II’, to be used offline by freelancers, randomly proposing evaluation data, and
creating an XML file for later evaluation.

5
5.1

Evaluation Results
Automatic Evaluation

The automatic evaluation for the four test systems was done using BLEU scores. The results
are shown in Table 1.
For both system types there is an increase in
BLEU; more moderate for the RMT than for the
SMT system. Also, the SMT system performs
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better in this evaluation method. However it is
known that BLEU is biased towards SMT systems (Hamon et al. 2006, Culy & Riehemann
2003).

SMT German-English frequently eliminates
verbs in sentences, which makes the output much
less understandable.
It should be noted, however, that the distance
between the system types is smaller in the
adapted than in the baseline versions (by 3%).
5.3

Table 1: BLEU scores for SMT and RMT
5.2

Comparative Evaluation

Three testers were used, all of them good speakers of English with translation background. They
inspected randomly selected subsets of the 1500
test sentences. Results are given in Tab. 2.

Absolute Evaluation

Absolute evaluation assesses how usable the
resulting translation would be after the system
was adapted. A total of 1100 sentences, randomly selected from the 1500 sentence test base,
were inspected by three testers for adequacy and
fluency. Table 4 gives the result.

Table 2: Comparative Evaluation: baseline vs.
adapted, for SMT and RMT2
Both types of systems show an improvement of
about 5% after domain adaptation. It is a bit
more for the SMT than for the RMT, due to a
strong RMT baseline system.
The result is consistent among the testers: All
of them see a higher improvement for the SMT
than for the RMT.
It may be worthwhile noticing that in the RMT
evaluation, a large proportion of the test sentences (nearly 60%) came out identical in both versions. In the SMT system, nearly no sentence
came out unchanged; this fact increases the
postediting effort for consecutive versions of
SMT output.
In a sideline evaluation, a comparison was
made between the RMT and SMT systems, for
both baseline and adaptations, cf. Tab. 3.

Table 3: Comparative Evaluation SMT vs.
RMT, for baseline and adapted
The result shows that the RMT quality is considered significantly better than the SMT quality.
The main reason for this seems to be that the
2

Computed as: (#-better MINUS #-worse)
DIV #-sentences

Table 4: Absolute evaluation for SMT-adapted
and RMT-adapted systems3
It can be seen that testers evaluate the SMT
somewhat between ‘mostly’ and ‘partially’ fluent
/ comprehensible, and the RMT close to ‘mostly’
fluent / comprehensible. If the percentage of level 1/2 evaluations is taken, both adequacy and
fluency rates are significantly higher for RMT
output. All testers agree in this evaluation, with
similar average results.
It could be worthwhile to mention that the
opinion often heard that the SMT produces more
fluent output that the RMT cannot be corroborated with the evaluation data here: The RMT output is clearly considered to be more fluent than
the SMT output (1.80 vs. 2.34).
As far as the interrater agreement is concerned, the test setup made it difficult to compute
it: All testers used the same test set but tested
only a random subset of it. So there are only few
data points common to all testers (only 20 in
many cases). For those, only weak agreement
could be found (with values below 0.4 in Cohen’s kappa). However, all testers show consistent behaviour in the evaluation, and came to
similar conclusions overall, as has been explained above.

3

Computed as: (SUM (#-sentences TIMES rank))
DIV #-sentences. Lower scores are better.
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